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ABSTRACT
Train movement planning at a railway station involves assigning
platforms to trains, finding traversal paths for trains entering or
leaving through the station network, and scheduling train entry,
exit, or reversal activities. Trains use railway tracks at the station
for traversing through the station. The planning of train move-
ments becomes challenging as a large number of decisions are
involved, due to a large number of interconnected tracks at the
station. Even for a small station, the problem is interesting due to
some peculiar constraints and conditions. We develop a reinforce-
ment learning-based approach to generate a train movement plan
at the station. We consider route-lock route-release as operating
policy, shunting/reversal activities, and route dependent run time
while modeling the problem. The reinforcement learning algorithm
learns best heuristics, which is used for planning train movements
under different inter-arrival times between trains. In this paper, we
demonstrate how this approach can be used to analyze the impact
of inter-arrival time between trains on delay acquired by trains
while traversing through a terminal station. We also demonstrate
how this approach can be used to analyze the operating capacity of
the terminal station and to learn heuristics for generating the train
movement plan. We compare the results obtained by the heuristics
learned by the reinforcement learning approach with the heuristics
used in practice. We found that the heuristics learned by the rein-
forcement learning approach perform better in congested scenario
compared to that being used in practice. Data instance used for
the case study includes a small terminal station extracted from the
Indian Railways network.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A station in a railway network is a place with multiple parallel
tracks, which facilitate embarking and disembarking of passengers
or loading and unloading of goods or both. A terminal is generally at
the end of a railway line where the railway tracks end. It is a station
at which trains can enter and leave in only one direction. Thus
train reversal activities must be performed in railway terminals.

A railway station consists of interconnected track resources
such as loops, interchanges, switches, and cross-overs along with
platforms. A station handles train movements (arrival, halt, and

Figure 1: Station Schematic Layout

departure), train reversal, and shunting movements as part of reg-
ular train operations. The shunting activities include movement
of rolling stock (coaches, wagons) for sorting and creating new
trains. Figure 1 gives a schematic layout of a typical railway station.
A large railway station handles significant train movements that
use track resources available at the station. These significant train
movements and interconnected track resources cause hindrance in
train movement, which leads to delays. Often, in a railway network,
a large railway station is a cause of delay in the system.

Train movement planning finds a conflict-free path for each train
traversing through the station such that operational and safety re-
quirements are satisfied, planned train movements are carried out
smoothly, and overall delays are minimized. It includes schedul-
ing trains, finding traversal paths for trains through the station
network, assigning tracks and platforms to trains, and planning
local reversal and shunting activities, if any. The outcome is rep-
resented as occupation start time and end time for each train for
each allocated track element in the station. Key decisions involve
determining a route for each train (a sequence of track elements
visited by each train), determining track elements to be allocated to
each train, time intervals for which track elements will be occupied
by each train [14]. Planning of these activities at a railway station
is challenging, especially in the situation of congestion, due to the
number of decisions involved, details of infrastructure to be con-
sidered, and operational rules constraining the passage of trains
through track sections [7].



Infrastructure details are defined in terms of track elements
between signals/switches. The interconnection of track elements
forms a railway network, and the sequence of track elements forms
a path. A route is a path which a train traverses in the station. The
origin of the path is the entry point of a train. The destination of
the path is the exit point of a train. Please refer Figure 1 for details.
Track elements at the station would be small in length, and a train
may occupy more than one track element at a time.

Each train is defined in terms of an entry point and exit point
at the station, scheduled arrival time at the entry point, scheduled
departure time from the halt signal (i.e., the platform) at the station,
and minimum halt time at the station. A set of trains and related
activities (traversal, reversal) at the station are assumed to be known
in advance.

For safety reasons, trains cannot move faster than the maxi-
mum permissible speed of the track elements, especially at cross-
ings/switches. No infrastructure element is allowed to be allotted
to two different trains at the same time. The traffic approaching
towards already occupied tracks from other connected tracks is
blocked. Minimum time between two trains must be maintained
when they occupy the same resource consecutively.

How a train traverses through a station network depends on
the underlying interlocking system and related constraints. These
constraints decide how tracks are reserved ahead and released
later during traversal of the train through the station. In route-lock
route-release interlocking setting, all path elements for a train are
reserved simultaneously, and all path elements other than the last
element (platform or halt edge) are released simultaneously when
the train reaches the last element. The other setting are route-lock
sectional-release and sectional-lock sectional-release [20].

In this paper, we present a Reinforcement Learning (RL) based
approach for developing heuristics, which are then used to create
an operational train movement plan for a station. The output of the
RL approach is operating heuristics similar to the heuristics used by
the planners in real-life operations. We present a case study where
we use the proposed RL algorithm to plan the train movements for
a real-world instance extracted from the Indian Railways network.
We analyze the impact of inter-arrival time between trains on train
movements through the station. The inter-arrival time is the time
between two consecutive trains entering the terminal. In this paper,
it is the minimum time gap, after which the next train can enter the
terminal. We report key performance parameters such as acquired
delay, entry delay, a suitable range of inter-arrival time between
trains for operations, and utilization of bottleneck resources. We
compare the train movement plan developed using the proposed RL
approach and the train movement plan developed using operational
heuristics used in practice.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
literature review. Section 3 describes the approach in detail. Section
4 presents a case study, where the proposed approach is applied to
a realistic railway network, followed by conclusion in Section 5.

2 PREVIOUS WORK
The railway scheduling problem is a variant of job shop scheduling
problem with blocking and no-wait constraints [9], where a track
corresponds to a machine, and a train corresponds to a job. A train

must wait at the current track unless the next track is freed, which
makes tracks as machines with no-store / no buffer. The railway
scheduling problem is the NP-Complete problem [1]; thus, various
approaches are presented in the literature to solve this problem.
The solution approaches for the railway scheduling problem can be
classified into three types, namely (Meta) Heuristic, Analytical, and
Simulation [8]. Recently machine learning approaches are being
applied.

In the railway station planning problem, the underlying network
is limited to the vicinity of a railway station. The characteristics
of the railway station planning problem include dense train traffic,
many smaller track elements interconnected with each, smaller
planning horizon. The authors consider both tactical as well as
operational settings while solving the problem. In tactical settings,
planning is done well ahead of the implementation of the plan
(timetable generation). In operational settings, planning is done
close to the implementation of the plan (dispatching or operational
rescheduling). In tactical settings, the sub-problems such as schedul-
ing, routing, platforming, shunting are solved, either separately or
in an integrated manner. Caprara et al. [3], [4] have studied routing
and platforming problem separately, whereas Carey et.al. [5] and
Dewilde et.al. [11] have studied the integrated scheduling, routing
and platforming problem. Chakroborty [6] gives MILP model for
platform allocation for an India railway instance. Most of the papers
model railway infrastructure at the mesoscopic level. Lusby et al.
[18] give a detailed review of approaches used for tactical problems.
All the above authors have used exact optimization methods as they
considered tactical settings.

In the operational settings, the research on real-time routing and
platforming in railway junctions has gained importance recently
with the emphasis on using exact optimization methods. The re-
ported papers in the literature differ in the granularity at which
the infrastructure is modeled, speed of trains considered (fixed or
variable), routing (fixed, changing), planning horizon considered.
Dessouky et al. [10], Törnquist et al. [25] and D’Ariano et al. [9]
model the railway infrastructure at some higher level of granularity
and use fixed routes and fixed speed for trains. Rodriguez et al. [21],
Lusby et al. [19] model detailed level of infrastructure, in terms of
track circuits and uses variable speed for trains. Caimi et al. [2]
model the microscopic network details and use a fixed speed model.
Fang et al. [13] give a review of rescheduling approaches.

Some of the recent papers in railway rescheduling at station
report on analysis of various operating policies followed at the
junction. Corman et al. [7] considers an interlocking system and
compares route-lock route-release and section-lock section-release
policies by keeping the routes of the trains unchanged. Pellegrini
et al. [20] compare interlocking settings with changing the routes
and found that route-lock section-release gives better results when
trains travel along only partially coincident routes. In both the
above studies, the speed of trains is assumed to be constant, and
both use the exact optimization approach to solve the problem.

Recent papers apply the machine learning approach for railway
scheduling. Hirashima [15] presents a reinforcement learning ap-
proach for planning train marshaling within yards. Dündar et al.
[12] use supervised learning for mimicking human controllers but
is limited to conflict resolution. Khadilkar et al. [17] present a su-
pervised learning approach that learns from the solutions obtained
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using a mixed-integer linear programming approach on small data
instances. They derive a set of rules using decision trees and ap-
ply the scheduling rules to large test instances. Šemrov et al. [26]
present reinforcement learning for railway scheduling. They use a
Q-learning approach with the focus on recovery from initial delays.
Khadilkar [16] presents an algorithm for scheduling bi-directional
railway lines (both single- and multi-track) using a reinforcement
learning approach used for timetable generation. This approach can
scale to large, realistic, single- and multi-track instances of railway
scheduling.

The problem studied in this paper is similar to that studied in
Corman et al. [7] and Pellegrini el al [20], except that both au-
thors study the problem in rescheduling settings, whereas we use
timetabling settings. Both above authors [7] and Pellegrini el al [20]
approximate the problem by fixing some of the variables and limits
the planning horizon or consider rolling time horizon approaches.
We consider a more generic setting by not fixing any variable or
limiting the planning horizon.

This paper describes a reinforcement learning approach, which
produces results better than heuristic approaches using relatively
low computation times. The approach belongs to a class of rein-
forcement learning algorithms known as table-based Q-learning
[7]. To our best knowledge, this is the first paper that uses reinforce-
ment learning for solving train movement planning at a railway
station. Both Šemrov et al. [26] and Khadilkar et al. [16] present
an RL approach applicable to a long-distance railway line and not
for the small area network like as a railway station. Both consider
train occupancy at a block section as the state space, but here in the
case of the station network, the block section is not clearly defined.
At a station, a block section may not be the tracks between two
signals. Thus, train occupancy by path need to be considered, and
a path may have multiple signals or even no signal in two paths
combined. This paper explicitly models a) route-lock route-release
as interlocking setting, b) local shunting/reversal activities, and c)
route dependent run time, which otherwise is not considered in the
literature. This paper describes how reinforcement learning is used
to learn heuristics automatically, which helps generate the sched-
ule. This paper presents a computational experiment to prove the
suitability of the proposed approach for determining the carrying
capacity of the station, and to generate a timetable for trains in the
station.

3 METHODOLOGY
This section describes details of the proposed reinforcement learn-
ing approach to generate the train movement plan at a station.
We model the station network as a network of connected track re-
sources; take expected arrival time of each train visiting the station
in the given planning horizon along with its entry signal point and
exit signal point in the network as input; and plan train movements
through the station by considering train routing along all possible
routes in the station; Moreover, find a conflict-free path for each
train through the station by using the proposed RL approach.

The output is the operating schedule of the trains at the station,
i.e., the best routing option and a feasible schedule for all trains
under consideration, along with other key performance parameters
such as entry delay, acquired delay, and resource utilization.

We first describe how infrastructure, train movements are mod-
eled, and then the details of the reinforcement learning model
developed.

3.1 Station Network and Train Movement
Modeling

A railway station network consists of small interconnected ele-
ments like signals, crossings, and track segments. Figure 1 gives a
schematic layout of a typical railway station. It explains concepts
like track element, node/signal, inbound path, outbound path, route.
A route is a traversal path for a train in the station. A route has an
entry point as the origin and an exit point as destination. Please
refer Figure 1 for details. An Inbound path is between an entry point
signal and a halt signal, whereas an outbound path is between a
halt signal and an exit point signal.

For this study, we model the track infrastructure of the station at
the microscopic level. We represent station network as a directed
graph with edges representing track elements and nodes represent-
ing signals or start/end of track elements. A node is characterized
by a name, node type (signal/crossing), and the direction of traffic
allowed through that node. The signal node is classified as entry,
exit, halt, intermediate, and station signal. An arc is characterized
by from-node, to-node, length of the arc/track, speed limit while
traversing through the arc, arc type (regular or crossing), and di-
rection of traffic allowed through the arc. An arc is a directed arc
representing the allowed direction for the train traffic.

We obtain all possible routes between all pairs of entry signals
and exit signals (in the directed graph shown in Figure 1), using
the ’depth-first graph traversal’ algorithm. There may be multiple
routes possible between a given entry-signal and a given exit-signal.
We discard all routes with user-defined conflicting links between
entry node and exit node and route with no halt signals. Further,
each route is broken into two paths, the inbound path, and the
outbound path. An inbound path is between an entry signal and a
halt signal, whereas an outbound path is between a halt signal and
an exit signal.

Each train is defined by train name, entry point, exit point, ex-
pected arrival time at the entry point, entry speed, length, accelera-
tion, deceleration, minimum halt time, and if it requires a reversal
or not.

We assume that trains are running at a constant speed, but we
model different speeds for different paths and routes of trains. We
calculate all the possible routes which a trainmay take in the station.
Further, we assume route-lock route-release as the interlocking
setting, and we model the train traversal accordingly.

3.2 Reinforcement Learning model
State-Space representation The railway track network at the
station is represented using paths and platform tracks, as shown in
Figure 1. At a station, let ’𝑁𝑆’ be the number of entry signals (i.e.,
locations from which trains can enter the station or station), ’𝑃𝐼 ’
be the number of inbound paths (i.e., paths from entry signals to
platforms or halt signals), ’𝑃𝑂’ be the number of outbound paths
(i.e., paths from platforms or halt signals to exit signals) and ’𝐻𝑆’
be the number of halt signals, which also represents the number of
platforms at the station.
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Figure 2: State space representation

A state vector contains three types of entries, and all entries are
binary; see Figure 2 for details. The first group of entries indicates
whether a train is ready to enter the station at an entry signal. The
length of this part is equal to 𝑁𝑆 . The value 1 indicates that a train
is ready to enter the station, 0 if not.

The second group of entries represents if tracks (paths or plat-
forms) are occupied or not. The length of this part is equal to the
sum of 𝑃𝐼 , 𝐻𝑆 , and 𝑃𝑂 . This group has three subparts. First, 𝑃𝐼
entries represent occupancy of inbound paths, the next 𝐻𝑆 entries
represent occupancy of platforms and the next 𝑃𝑂 entries represent
occupancy of outbound paths. 1 represents that a path is occupied,
0 otherwise.

The third group of entries represents if train occupying respec-
tive tracks completed its minimum occupation time (defined by
minimum run-time or minimum halt-time of a train) Moreover,
that tracks are ready to be released. The length of this part is equal
to the sum of 𝑃𝐼 , 𝐻𝑆 , and 𝑃𝑂 . This group has three subparts where
the first 𝑃𝐼 entries represent release readiness of inbound paths,
the next 𝐻𝑆 entries represent release readiness of platform, and the
next 𝑃𝑂 entries represent release readiness of outbound paths. One
represents that a path is ready for release, Zero otherwise. Please
note that a path or a platform can still be occupied by a train, even
its minimum occupation time is over, and it represents delay.

Action and Policy representation A train in the station tra-
verses through a set of tack resources in a specified order. A train
enters the station via an entry signal, accesses inbound path, halts
at a platform, and exists the station using an outbound path via an
exit signal. In this study, we represent which track resources (path
or platform) will be occupied next by the train as an action for a
given state vector. The action represents traversal of trains from
one resource to another. The transition from an inbound path to a
platform is an action. The transition from a platform to an outbound
path is an action. For example, if a train is ready to enter the station
and no other train is present in the station, then the train has to
choose one of the inbound paths, this choice is an action in this
study. The action space depends on the underlying station network
and consists of a set of inbound paths, platforms, outbound paths,
and exit signals. For simplicity and clarity, we define an action as a
combination of the previous and the next resource.

For many states, only one action is possible, whereas, for a few
states, multiple actions are possible. The RL procedure maps each
state vector to a probability of choosing the action to be taken. The
final goal is to identify one best action for each possible state vector
for a given infrastructure. This set of state-action pairs, which is
expected to gives the best result, is referred as policy.

Objectives, Rewards, and Q-Values For this study, we use the
objectives of minimizing the make-span (i.e., the difference between
the departure of the last train and the arrival of the first train). To

make the learning fast, we do not directly use the make-span as
the (negative) reward at the end of the episode, However, we use a
reward system given in [16]. The algorithm maintains a threshold
of 𝐽 as the goal to be achieved in each episode. 𝐽 is the average of
objective values of last 𝜌 episodes, where 𝜌 > 0 and is a user-defined
parameter. The threshold becomes tighter as the best known 𝐽 is
improved upon during learning. A reward of +1 (success) is given
if the make-span at the end of the episode is under the current
threshold, and -1 (failure) if it is over the threshold.

Reinforcement Learning Algorithm We get a set of unique
state-action pairs from a state vector and its associated actions.
Each state-action pair (𝑠, 𝑎) is associated with a Q-Value 𝑞(𝑠, 𝑎).
The higher the Q-Value, the higher the desirability of the relevant
pair.

For this study, we use 𝜖-soft On-Policy First Visit Monte Carlo
Control algorithm, which is adapted from [24]. The On-Policy
Monte Carlo algorithm aims to shift the policy toward a determin-
istic optimal policy. In 𝜖-soft policy most of the time, we choose an
action that has maximal estimated action Q-value. With probability
𝜖 , we instead select an action at random from the available/possible
actions. We start with a random policy where we choose one action
randomly for each state-action pair. The policy chooses the greedy
option (higher Q-Value) with probability (1-𝜖), and a randomized
action with probability 𝜖 . The value of 𝜖 starts at 1 in the first train-
ing episode and decreases as more episodes are completed. This
gradual decrease in 𝜖 moves the policy gradually from exploration
towards exploitation.

In each episode, we track only pairs belonging to states where
multiple actions are possible and not the entire sequence of state-
action pairs. The rewards received at the end of the episode are
discounted, using a discounting factor 𝛾 as per the first-visit policy
given in [24]. We use table-based Q-Learning, i.e., Q-value for each
state-action is store in a table.

4 CASE STUDY
This section presents a case study and experiments performed on a
real-life small terminal station extracted from the Indian Railways
network. The traffic and complexity of this instance are nearly the
same as happens in real life. We have used a small terminal station
for this case study. There exist medium to very complex station
network layouts in practice as given in [22], [23], [7], and [20]. The
proposed approach with some modification is also applicable to
these bigger station networks.

We use the RL approach described in section 3 to develop heuris-
tics, which are used for developing an operational train movement
plan for a station. These heuristics are similar to the ones used by
planners/users in real-life operations.

The experiment demonstrates how the proposed RL approach
can be used for determining a timetable for the trains running in the
system. The experiment also demonstrates the impact of various
headway values (time between two consecutive trains entering
the terminal) on the overall delay, which in turn determines the
capacity of the terminal station. Delay includes delay acquired by
trains in the system as well as delay experienced by trains at the
entry of the system.
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Figure 3: CSMT Harbour terminal scissor layout

Table 1: Runtime data for scissor layout

Route- Edges Runtime Total
Path (sec) (sec)
R1-P1 SIN - N12 - S01 - S03 40 - 25 - 095 160
R1-P2 S03 - S01 - N11 - SOU 25 - 10 - 045 80
R2-P3 SIN - N12 - S02 - S04 35 - 10 - 035 80
R2-P4 S04 - S02 - N11 - SOU 55 - 25 - 100 180

4.1 Terminal Network Layout
The Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminal (CSMT) - Harbour is
used as an illustrative example. It is the starting/terminal station
of Harbour commuting local line in Mumbai, operated by Central
Railway of Indian Railways and is a conventional double line.

CSMT Harbour terminal has a simple network layout with some
peculiar settings, which makes it interesting for study. Due to the
network layout of the terminal, the travel time of a train depends
on which route train takes in the terminal, and thus, the minimum
time between two consecutive trains is not always the same. Al-
though the minimum time between every alternate train entering
the terminal is the same, the minimum time between two consecu-
tive trains entering one after each other in the terminal does not
remain the same.

Figure 3 gives layout of CSMT Harbour terminal. The length of
the arc (in meter) is shown just above the arc. The thick end of an
arc represents the direction of traffic allowed on that arc. Nodes
starting with ’S’ are signals, whereas that with N’ are crossings.

The CSMT Harbour terminal has only two terminating lines.
These two lines are interconnected with each other at the start of
the terminal for facilitating train reversal movement. A train enters
the terminal using the UP line (SIN signal) and leaves the terminal
using the DOWN line (SOU signal). The crossing is involved when
trains enter or exit the station, depending on the line selected for
trains for halting and reversing.

There exist four paths and two routes in this terminal. Table
1 gives the list of possible paths and corresponding run-time for
each path in the terminal. The traversal time is pre-calculated using
standard motion equations taking entry speed, speed-limit at tracks,
acceleration, deceleration of train. The arc N12-S01 connects Entry-
Signal SIN and Platform S01-S03 in up direction and is in path P1.
The arc S02-N11 connects Platform S02-S04 and Exit-Signal SOU
in the down direction and is in path P4. These two arcs cross each
other physically. Route R1 consists of path P1, path P2, platform
S01-S03, and arc N12-S01. Route R2 consists of path P3, path P4,
platform S02-S04, and arc S02-N11.

Please note that traversal time for route R1 is less than that of
route R2. This difference is because tracks after the crossing have
the right curvature.

4.2 Experiment setup
State space: For the network layout given in Figure 3, the state
space vector is defined as given in section 3.2. The layout consists
of two inbound paths, two outbound paths, two platforms, and one
entry signal. The length of the state-space vector is 13. The length
of the first group representing entry points is 1. The length of the
second group representing train occupancy of paths/tracks is 6. The
length of the third group representing readiness of train leaving
paths/tracks is 6. Figure 2 illustrates the state space representation
for this case study.

The state-space vector can be represented as a string "A-BCDEFG-
HIJKLM," where each element is binary. The value of 𝐴 is 1 if
any train is ready to enter the terminal from signal SIN, else 0. 𝐵
and 𝐶 represent if inbound-path1 and inbound-path2 are occupied,
respectively. If a path is occupied, the respective variable (𝐵 and 𝐶)
gets value 1, else 0. 𝐷 and 𝐸 represent if platform1 and platform2
are occupied, respectively. If a platform is occupied, the respective
variable (𝐷 and 𝐸) gets value 1, else 0. 𝐹 and𝐺 represent if outbound-
path1 and outbound-path2 are occupied, respectively. If a path is
occupied, the respective variable (𝐹 and 𝐺) gets value 1, else 0.
𝐻 and 𝐼 represent if inbound-path1 and inbound-path2 are ready

to release, respectively. When the train occupying respective in-
bound path, completes minimum time for occupation (defined as
per train’s run time on that path), respective variable (𝐻 and 𝐼 ) gets
value 1, else 0. 𝐽 and 𝐾 represent if trains occupying platform1 and
platform2 are ready to release the respective platform. When the
train occupying the respective platform, completes minimum time
for occupation (defined as per train’s halt time at the terminal),
respective variable (𝐽 and 𝐾) gets value 1, else 0. 𝐿 and 𝑀 repre-
sent if outbound-path1 and outbound-path2 are ready to release,
respectively. When the train occupying respective outbound path,
completes minimum time for occupation (as per train’s run time
on that path), respective variable (𝐿 and𝑀) gets value 1, else 0.
Action Space: Some example of actions are given here. NONIN1
- train entering from entry signal SIN to inbound path1; IN1PF1
- train on inbound path1 will occupy platform1; PF1OT1 - train
on platform1 will occupy outbound path1; OT1NON - train on
outbound path1 will exit the terminal. Similarly, actions NONIN2,
IN2PF2, PF2OT2, OT1NON are defined. NONNON action is for no
actions or invalid moves.
Converting a RL policy to heuristics In the approach presented
in the paper, the state-space represents the current occupation of
track resources and the ready-ness of trains entering the junction
or leaving the currently occupied track resources. The action-space
represents which track resources which would be occupied next by
the train for a given state. After running the experiment, we get the
optimal RL policy. In the RL policy, for each state in the state-space
vector, we get an action that will result in the best solution. In turn,
for a given resource occupancy (state), we would get the following
resources to be occupied as a heuristics.
Test Instances: Each data instance consists of 25 homogeneous
trains where each train is having a network entry time determined
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by the headway parameter. We assume that all trains are available
at a deterministic constant headway to enter the terminal. The time
between two consecutive trains at station entry is constant. We
generate 21 data instances, independent of each other, by varying
headway in the step of 30 seconds starting from 0 seconds to 600
seconds. In the 0 seconds headway instance, all trains are available
to enter the train at time 0. In the 180 seconds headway instance, a
train is available to enter the station every 180 seconds.

4.3 Experiments
The experiments include generation of train movement plan for a
terminal station with the layout given in Figure 3, using the run-
time data given in Table 1 and the RL model described in section
3.2.

Several interesting questions are posed for analysis, as well as
determining the operating heuristics for a terminal layout. The
experiment aims to find the answers to these questions. These ques-
tions are related to platform allocation, and movement sequencing
are

• If both platforms are free, then which platform should be
allocated first?

• If both platforms are occupied, then which platform should
be vacated first?

• If one platform is free and another occupied, then what
should be done?
– Should the entering train be allocated to the free platform?
– Should the entering train wait for the occupied platform
to be freed?

For comparison purposes, we define an operating heuristic used
in practice. These heuristics are based on the experience and railway
domain know-how of the railway planner and are used for plan-
ning train movement at the CSMT Harbour terminal in day to day
practice. We formalize/derive these heuristics after our discussions
with railway planners.

Operating Heuristics used in practice:
• If both platforms are free and both inbound paths are free,
and a train is ready to enter, then Platform1 should be chosen
first for allocation.

• If both platforms are occupied
– If both trains are ready to depart then the train at Platform2
should be departed before any train is allowed to enter
the terminal

– Else (i.e., only one train is ready to depart) the train ready
to depart should depart immediately

• If one platform is occupied and train at that platform is
ready to depart, then the train ready to depart the terminal
should be allowed to depart before the next incoming train
is allowed to enter the terminal.

We conduct two sets of experiments. The first set of experiments
is to determine the optimal RL policy and determining operating
heuristics for each data instance. The second set of experiments is
to determine a single global RL policy and determining a single set
of learned operating heuristics applicable for all 21 data instances.
For determining the optimal RL policy for each data instance, we
run the proposed RL algorithm on each data instance for 5000
episodesMoreover, find an optimal policy for each data instance. For

Table 2: Output objective (Make-span) values

Head- Practical Converge Converge Observe
way Global Global Local Best
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)
000 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
030 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
060 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
090 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
120 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
150 7,458 5,667 5,472 5,472
180 7,458 5,667 5,477 5,477
210 5,510 5,667 5,507 5,507
240 6,180 6,195 6,180 6,180
270 7,693 6,900 6,947 6,900
300 7,756 7,635 7,756 7,620
330 8,446 8,355 8,446 8,340
360 9,136 9,075 9,136 9,060
390 9,826 9,780 9,826 9,780
420 10,515 10,691 10,515 10,515
450 11,220 11,235 11,220 11,220
480 11,940 11,955 11,940 11,940
510 12,660 12,675 12,660 12,660
540 13,380 13,395 13,380 13,380
570 14,100 14,115 14,100 14,100
600 14,820 14,835 14,820 14,820
Total 195,388 182,177 180,741 18031

determining a single global optimal RL policy, we run the proposed
RL algorithm on all 21 data instances for 125000 episodes. For each
episode, a data instance is chosen randomly from the available 21
instances. For both these experiments, we use discounting factor
𝛾 = 0.99 Moreover, gradually decrease 𝜖 from 1 to 0 with the factor
of 1/𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 after each episode, where 𝜖 is the probability
of choosing random action for a state.

The RL model is implemented in python3.6. All experiments
are conducted on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2520M
processor with 2.5GHz clock speed and 4.0 GB RAM running on
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.

4.4 Results:
The ’Practical Global’ column of Table 2 shows the objective value
obtained for each data instance using the operating heuristics used
in practice (given in the previous section). The objective values for
’Practical Global’ for headway less than 180 seconds are the same.
Surprisingly this value is higher than the value for the headway of
210 seconds. It may be because practitioners never experienced the
headway less than 210 seconds in practice.

Optimal RL policy for each data instant: The ’Converged
Local’ column of Table 2 shows the objective value obtained for
each data instance for the converged RL policy. The ’Best-Observed
Local’ column of Table 2 shows the best objective value observed for
each data instance during the experiment. For headway between 270
seconds to 390 seconds, the RL algorithm does not converge to the
best value of the objective. The objective value for the ’Conversed
Local’ policy is better than or equal to that of the ’Practical Global’
policy for all data instances. Although we derive the operating
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(a) Headway = 0 min

(b) Headway = 90 min

(c) Headway = 180 min

Figure 4: Learning Curve - Low Headway

heuristics from the optimal RL policy for each data instance, they
are not reported here.

Global RL policy for all instances: The ’Converged Global’
column of Table 2 shows the objective value obtained for the con-
verged global RL policy. The objective value for the converged
global RL policy is better than or equal to the objective values
obtained from the operating heuristics used in practice (given in
column ’Practical Global’) for all data instances. For headway be-
tween 270-390 seconds, it is even better than the converged RL
policy for individual data instance. Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure
6, give the learning curve obtained for respective headway values
while running RL algorithm for obtaining global RL policy for all

(a) Headway = 270 min

(b) Headway = 300 min

(c) Headway = 330 min

Figure 5: Learning Curve - Medium Headway

data instances. Each sub-figure depicts the objective value for the
given headway at the iteration at which that headway was selected
randomly. The title of each sub-figure represents the number of
trains, the number of iterations in thousands, and the headway
in seconds. The last 5,000 iterations in each sub-figure show the
converged value. The parallel lines in the sub-figures indicate that
the limited number of solutions for the problem at the respective
headway.

We derive global operating heuristics from the global RL policy
obtained. Using these learned heuristics, we derive a timetable for
trains running in the terminal for any given headway. The learned
heuristics give better results than those used in practice, especially

7



(a) Headway = 420 min

(b) Headway = 510 min

(c) Headway = 600 min

Figure 6: Learning Curve - High Headway

when the headway is low, i.e., when congestion is high. The learned
heuristics are given below, and these heuristics differ from those
used in practice (given in the previous section).

• If both platforms are free and both inbound paths are free,
and a train is ready to enter, then Platform1 should be chosen
first for allocation. (Same as practice)

• If both platforms are occupied
– If both trains are ready to depart, then train at Platform1
should be departed before any train is allowed to enter
the terminal. (Differs from practice)

– Else (i.e., only one train is ready to depart) the train ready
to depart should be departed immediately. (Same as prac-
tice)

• If one platform is occupied and train at that platform is
ready to depart and a train ready to enter the terminal, then
the train ready to enter the terminal should be allowed to
enter before any outgoing train is allowed to depart from
the terminal. (Differs from practice)

Objective values for global RL policy are more than that of the
optimal RL policy for each data instant, except for data instances
with the headway of 270 to 390 seconds, where optimal RL policy
for each data instant did not converge to best observed objective
value.

The total of the objective values for the global RL policy is 1.02%
move compared to the total of the objective values for optimal RL
policy for each instance. From the operational point of view, it is
better to have a single set of operating heuristics than having a
separate operating heuristics for each data instance.

The above approach can also be used to determine the capacity
of the terminal station. Observe that the objective values for both
global RL policy and optimal RL policy for each instance are the
same for headway between 0 seconds to 150 seconds, and it starts
increasing from 180 seconds. It means that the CSMT terminal
station can not handle the headway less than 180 seconds without
delaying the trains at the entry. The CSMT terminal can not handle
more than 20 trains per hour. In other words, the max capacity of
the CSMT terminal station is 20 trains per hour.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We developed a reinforcement learning-based approach for gener-
ating a timetable for trains traversing through a railway terminal.
We demonstrated how the reinforcement learning approach is used
to learn heuristics, which in turn are used to generate a train move-
ment plan. We compared the quality of the plan generated using
rules used in practice and the plan generated by the heuristics
learned using the reinforcement learning approach proposed in this
paper, under different congestion scenarios. Based on the analysis,
we conclude that different operating rules/heuristics are required
to be used under different inter-arrival times (headway), i.e., under
different congestion levels. In lower congestion (higher headway)
situations, both practical rules and RL learned rules performed the
same, but in higher congestion level, RL learned rules performed
better. We also showed that a single global policy could be learned
and used under multiple congestion scenarios. The quality of the
plan generated by the single global policy is inferior compared to
the quality of the plan generated by the different optimal policy for
each data instance by less than 1%.

Future works include testing the Deep-Q-Learning based rein-
forcement learning approach at bigger station networks given in
Salsingikar et al. [22] and Shekhar et al. [23]. Future work would in-
clude exploring route-lock section-release and section-lock section-
release strategy.
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